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staple food 

water supply agriculture
Food security is cited as a key element. According to surveys, people 
often get too little to eat. „Urban agriculture“ at block level is intended 
to remedy the situation. A communal, central area of 1200m2 per 
block and a private area in each plot should promise support. 

The total daily water demand, at 40l per person, is 3,271,300l per day. This is calculated only for human consumption. This demand of water is 
covered from three boreholes with pumps and is then distributed through a pipe system.

14 to 20 households, one block, share one water point with 2 to 4 taps. According to statements, this is too little. Wells are dug or water is 
brought from the riverbeds. 

Daily household use: 10 - 360 liters. Daily average consumption: 60 liters per day.
There was a negative correlation between the amount of water a family consumed and where the water was obtained. Accordingly, households 
that access water from long distances consume less commodity. Water points are not evenly distributed and people sometimes have to travel 
long distances to access water, from one to twelve kilometers.

Boreholes / Wells 

Solar Powered Water Pumping System Water station
Vectorworks Educational Version

Vectorworks Educational Version

https://www.filmaid.org/
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water retention and recovery systems
Spate-Irrigation Sand Dams 

Negarims & V-Basins

Road Runoff Harvesting Lagoons Water Pans 

Water Spreading Bunds

Semi-circular Bunds Fanya-Juu / Fanya Chini Terraces 

https://www.greener.land

http://www.fao.org/

http://smalldamsguidelines.water.go.ke
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Task and concept

How can water from precipita-
tion be stored over the long term 
without increasing the potential 
for hazards. 

Dangers with open water are: 
Malaria and cholera, drowning, 
predators, flooding.

Water and food are rather scar-
ce, and resources usually have 
to travel a long way before they 
reach the end consumer. 

To establish a water reservoir in 
the house structurally, which can 
be planned without great cost 
and effort, or can be added as 
an addition to existing buildings. 
This can also be free-standing 
and does not have to be con-
nected to the house.

The system stores rainwater 
from the roof and heats this to 
60 C. A first-flush device pro-
vides separation of protective 
water. 
Residual water is diverted to a 
next basin outside for garden 
supply or washing up. This water 
is then directed to a central ba-
sin of the block for the common 
area.  
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benefits

-Water for personal use is quickly available

-Long transport routes can be reduced

-The dangers on the way to the water can be reduced

-The water is directly available and clean for hygienic purposes

-Water is also available at edge times without danger

-Decrease the need to think about the procurement of water

-Hurdle to cultivate food decreases, since no extra water must be procured/searched for

-Host and refugees can team up with one system

-Encourage individual building
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materials and systems ideas
brick with timber framework Lime mortarbricks

heating system hand pump first-flush-system

roman concrete corrugated sheet for cistern roof and gutters and pipes solar thermal collector 

https://www.pikist.com/

http://rs-energy.solutions/

https://pixy.org/ https://pixy.org/

https://www.addendum.org/ https://www.amazon.de/

https://www.google.ch/ https://rainwaterequipment.com/ https://luxdental.si/
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alternative systems and materials

pumpsystem

hydraulic ram pump henderson pumpHeron’s Fountain 

http://brunnen-forum.de https://www.goldblitz.de/http://www.easytorecall.com/https://www.google.ch/
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alternative systems and materials

heating system

aluminum cans pet bottles fire heating

http://rs-energy.solutions/ https://cute766.info/ https://www.pinterest.ch/ https://www.pinterest.ch/
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channel system and pipes

alternative systems and materials

wooden pipe bamboo pipe pet bottle pipe

https://www.badische-zeitung.de/ https://www.zizira.com/ https://giropark.ru/https://www.amazon.de/
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heating system

alternative systems and materials

silver ions

https://www.brack.ch/https://luxdental.si/ https://www.garnelenmarkt.ch/

moringa seeds
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water tankwater wall additional cistern

water volume calculation
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plan m 1:200
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detailed sectional construction
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detailed sectional construction

private garden 

above ground pipe

lime mortar

underground pipe
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